Talend Recognized for Big Data Leadership by Top Technology Journals
June 20, 2017
SD Times and Database Trends and Applications Honor Cloud and Big Data Solutions Provider
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jun. 20, 2017-- Talend (NASDAQ: TLND), a global leader in cloud and big data integration solutions,
today announced it has been appointed among the top 10 list of winners for the 2017 SD Times 100 “Best in Show” in Software Development for Big
Data and Analytics. The company was also named to the DBTA 100 2017 “Companies that Matter Most in Data” list, a special list that salutes today’s
top companies in data management and analysis. These two acknowledgements follow on the heels of Talend’s recent appointment to CRN’s 2017
Big Data 100 list, and add to a growing list of accolades and industry recognitions including being named a leader in the 2016 Gartner Magic Quadrant
for Data Integration Tools and the Forrester Wave: Big Data Fabric Q4 2016.
“At Talend, we’re keenly focused on delivering solutions that keep pace with the rapidly evolving cloud and big data markets to help companies digitally
transform their businesses and gain a true competitive advantage,” said Ashley Stirrup, CMO, Talend. “We’re honored to be recognized by these two
industry publications and feel it underscores the need for a new approach to data integration that is agile enough to embrace cutting-edge
technologies and help future-proof customers’ investments.”
The SD Times 100 honors companies, consortia and projects that have put their stamps on the industry through innovation, leadership and approach.
Every company that has growing reams of data is looking for ways to effectively store, retrieve and interpret it all. Talend is the only data integration
vendor recognized among a short list that includes its big data ecosystem partners such as Cloudera, Hortonworks and MapR, as a company making
growing data volumes more manageable.
The fifth annual “DBTA 100: The Companies That Matter Most in Data” is a special list that salutes today’s top companies in data management and
analysis. From long-standing industry veterans to new big data vendors disrupting the status quo, the list evaluates companies based on their
presence, execution, vision, and innovation in delivering products and services to the marketplace. This list seeks to highlight those companies that
have been successful in establishing themselves as unique resources for data professionals and stakeholders. All 100 companies are highlighted in
the June edition of Database Trends and Applications magazine and on www.dbta.com.
Talend’s data integration platform, Talend Data Fabric, combines all Talend products into a common set of easy-to-use tools for a range of integration
jobs: real-time or batch, big data or master data management, on-premises or in the cloud. Optimized for cloud and multi-cloud data environments, the
latest release of Talend Data Fabric, Talend Summer ’17, delivers comprehensive support for all major cloud platforms including AWS, Google, and
Microsoft Azure.
The 2017 SD Times 100 list is available at http://bit.ly/2sCbjVN and the DBTA 100 – Companies That Matter Most in Data list is available at http://bit.ly
/2t3eymb. For more information on Talend’s complete portfolio of products visit www.talend.com.
Like this story? Tweet this: Cloud & Big Data leader @Talend joins innovative #bigdata companies on @sdtimes and @dbtrends lists
#2017sdtimes100 #DBTA100
About Talend
Talend (NASDAQ: TLND) is a next-generation leader in cloud and big data integration software that helps companies make data a strategic asset that
provides realtime, organization-wide insight into customers, partners, and operations. Through its open, adaptive, and unified integration platform,
Talend delivers the data agility required for companies to rapidly adopt the latest technology innovations and scale to meet the constantly evolving
demands of modern business. A leader in the 2016 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Integration Tools and Forrester Wave: Big Data Fabric Q4 2016,
Talend’s solutions support over 1500 global enterprise customers including Air France, GE, and Lenovo, across a range of industries. For more
information, please visit www.talend.com and follow us on Twitter: @Talend.
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